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ABSTRACT 
This project presents a comparative evaluation of Fuzzy Logic Controller, PI controller and open loop 

controller for a higher order resonant converter. A higher order resonant converter working under load 

independent operation is to be done. In this work, the applicability of the FPGA controller is to be 

investigated as the controller for resonant converter. The simulation study of Fuzzy Logic Control over 

the Conventional control method is to be evaluated. The evaluation version of MATLAB was used to 

model the resonant converter topology for varied loads. A resonant inverter is proposed for applications 

in high frequency distributed AC power systems and resonant converter is proposed for applications in 

many space and radar power supplies. The advantages of resonant topology are low Total Harmonic 

Distortion(THD) high frequency and ability to handle varying loads. 

 

KEYWORDS: DC–DC power converters, fuzzy control, powerelectronics, proportional integral (PI) control, resonant power 

converters, stability analysis. 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

In Converter applications solid-state decides are operated at very high frequency. So the switching losses 
are more than the conduction losses and it becomes a major cause of poor efficiency of the converter circuit. 
This leads to the search of a converter that can provide high efficiency, lower component stress, high power, 
high switching frequency, lightweight as well as low cost and high power operation. In order to keep the 
switching power losses low and to reduce the problem of EMI (Electro Magnetic Interference), the resonant 
converter is suggested. The resonant converter is a new high performance DC-DC converter. A resonant 
converter can be operated either below resonant (leading p.f) mode or above resonant (lagging p.f) mode. The 
most popular resonant converter configuration is series resonant converter (SRC), parallel resonant converter 
(PRC) and series parallel resonant converter (SPRC). A SRC has high efficiency from full load to very light 
loads. Where as a PRC has lower efficiency at reduced loads due to circulating currents. The limitations of two 
element resonant topologies can be overcome by adding a third reactive element, termed as SPRC. SRC has 
voltage regulation problems in light load conditions; to overcome this problem the SPRC is presented. The 
SPRC using voltage source type load has nearly load independent output voltage under some operating 
conditions. These converters are analyzed by using state-space approach. Based on this analysis, a simple design 
procedure is proposed. 
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II. Indentations and Equations: 

 
 

Fig. 1: Equivalent circuit model of the LCL RC 
 
The design and development of various dc–dc resonant converters (RCs) have been focused for 

telecommunication and aerospace applications. It has been found that these converters experience high switching 
losses, reduced reliability, electromagnetic interference (EMI), and acoustic noise at high frequencies. The series 
and parallel resonant converter (SRC and PRC respectively) circuits are the basic RC topologies with two 
reactive elements. A series parallel resonant converter (SPRC) is found to be suitable, due to various inherent 
advantages. The merits of SRC include better load efficiency due to the series capacitor in the resonant network 
and the inherent dc blocking capability of the isolation transformer. However, the load regulation is poor and 
output-voltage regulation at no load is not possible by switching frequency variations. On the other hand, PRC 
offers better no-load regulation but suffers from poor load efficiency due to the lack of dc blocking for the 
isolation transformer. Hence, an RC with three reactive components is suggested for better regulation. 

 

 
Fig. 2: LCL-RC Resonant converter circuit 

 
The block diagram of an LCL RC is shown in Fig.2. Unlike the conventional RC that has only two 

elements, the proposed resonant tank has three reactive energy storage elements (LCL). The first stage converts 
a dc voltage to a high-frequency ac voltage. The second stage converts the ac power to dc power by a suitable 
high-frequency rectifier and a filter circuit. Power from with the resonant circuit or in parallel with the capacitor 
comprising the resonant circuit. In both cases, the high-frequency feature of the link allows the use of a high-
frequency transformer to provide voltage transformation and ohmic isolation between the dc source and the 
load. In an LCL RC, the load voltage can be controlled by varying the switching frequency or by varying the 
phase difference between the inverters. The phase-domain control scheme is suitable for a wide variation of load 
condition because the output voltage is independent of load. The absence of dc current in the primary side of the 
transformer does not necessitate the requirement of current balancing. Another advantage of this circuit is that 
the device currents are proportional to load current. This increases the efficiency of the converter at light loads 
because there is the reduction in device losses. The resonant circuit consists of a series inductance L1, a parallel 
capacitor C, and a series inductance L2. S1–S4 are switching devices having base/gate turn-on and turn-off 
capabilities. The gate pulses for S1 and S4 are in phase but are at 180◦ out of phase with respect to the gate 
pulses for S2 and S3. The positive portion of the current flows through the MOSFET switch and the negative 
portion flows through the antiparallel diode. The load, resistive or inductive or capacitive or RLE, is connected 
across bridge rectifier via chopper, L0 and C0. The voltage across the point AB is rectified and fed to a chopper 
circuit. Load is connected through L0 and C0. In the analysis that follows, it is assumed that the converter 
operates in the continuous conduction mode and the semiconductors have ideal characteristics. 
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III. Modeling of LCL Resonant Converter: 
3.1. State-Space Analysis: 

The equivalent circuit shown in Fig.1 isused for the analysis. The vector space equation for the converter is 
 
ẋ = Ax +Bu              (1) 

 
The state-space equation for the LCL converter is obtained from Fig. 4.1 and given as 
 ������ =  ��� 	 − ��� 	� − ��� 	                     (2)

  ����� =  �� i��              (3) 

 ������ =  ��� Vo              (4) 

 
From the aforementioned equations, we get 

��� ����	����� =   0 "��# 0�$ 0 00 0 0% &���(()	�(()���(()* +  
��# "��#0 00 ���

% , 		-.           (5) 

The sum of the zero-input response and the zero-state response for the LCL RC is given by 
 
X(t) = [Φ(t)[X(0)]] + L−1[(Φ(s)B[U(s)]]           (6) 

 
Solving(6), the current and voltage components can be related 

&i��(t)V�(t)i��(t)* =   Cosω(t − t2"�) 3��ω(�"�45#)��ω 0"3��ω(�"�45#)�ω Cosω(t − t2"�) 00 0 1%  ×  &���((8"�)	�((8"�)���((8"�)* +   
9::
:; �<"�<=>?@A��B(�"�C5#)D	 − E	-[1 − G�HIJ( − (8"�K]�<=��(�"�C5#) MNN

NO
  (7) 

From the aforementioned equation, it can be concluded that the output voltage is not dependent on the load 
resistance and converter gain follows a sine function. In order to maintain the output voltage constant at a 
desired value against the variations in the load resistance and supply voltage, the pulse width has to be changed 
in a closed-loop manner. However, the required change in pulse width is very small. 
 
3.2. Design of an RC: 

 

 
 

Fig. 3: Circuit diagram and Waveforms 
 
The input RMS voltage to the diode bridge is (D� − DQ)(V��) = �√�

π
 υo             (8) 

The input RMS current at the input of the diode bridge is I� =  πTU�√�                                         (9) 

The load impedance,V� =  �--�.XX = 75.18Ω 

The reflected ac resistance on the input side of the diode bridge is R]� =  ���T^             (10) 

<_�`a =  �b�<c/ee`c/�√� =  f<ce�            (11) 
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b�#√$ =  f>_e� =  f ×ghe� = 60.8Ω          (12) 

Since the switching frequency is 50 kHz ��πb�# j = 50 ×  10X , bL� = 60.8√Cand√C =  b�#m-.f        (13) 12πbL�  ×  L�/60.8 = 50 ×  10X and 60.82πL�                   = 50 ×  10X          (14) 
The quality factor Q and resonant frequency foof the LCL RC are given as rc =  ��eb(�#s ��)$ andt =  b�u/$>_  

 
Where Lr= L1 + L2 and Cr = C.                        (15) 
 
From the aforementioned equation, we get the values of L1 and L2 as 185 μH and C as 0.052 μF. 
The equivalent circuit of the LCC RC is shown in Fig. 1.3. The quality factor and resonant frequency of the 

LCC RC are given as t =  >_v _w#w� /$�s$�andrc =  �
�ev� w#w�w#xw�         (16) 

From Fig. 1.2, applying the Kirchhoff voltage law, we get the transfer function of the LCL RC as 
 �<?(A)�<(A) =  >_$AA�(�#s ��)$s >_$As�          (17) 

Apply the values L1, L2, and C 
 �<?(A)�<(A) =  JX.y × �-5zKAA�(y.m� × �-5#�)s(X.y × �-5z)As�         (18) 

Applying the Kirchhoff voltage law in Fig.1.3. 
 �<?(A)�<(A) =  $#A�$#$��s $#s$�           (19) 

Apply the values of C1 = C2 = 0.052 × 10−6 and L =185 × 10−6 in (19), we get 
 �<?(A)�<(A) =  -.-h� × �-5zA�(-.h × �-5#{)s-.�-Q × �-5z          (20) 

 
IV. Figures and tables: 

MATLAB simulation is done by using the SIMULINK model shown in figure 4.Various elements of the 
circuit are represented using this and simulation is carried out and following waveforms are obtained.   

 

 
 

Fig. 4: Closed-loop Simulink diagram of the LCL RC using an FLC 
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4.1. Simulation Results:  
                                 

 
 
Fig. 5: Gate pulses for MOSFET 1& 2 

 

 
 

Fig. 6: Switch voltage and current of MOSFET 1 achieving ZVS condition 
 

 
 

Fig. 7: Square wave Inverter output Voltage and Current 
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Fig. 8: Output Voltage and Current 

Fig. 9: Simulator output for various controllers 

 
Fig. 10: Flow chart 
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Table 1: Fuzzy Rule Matrix 
e  /   ce NB NM NS ZE PS PM PB 
NB NB NB NB NB NM NS ZE 
NM NB NB NB NM NS ZE PS 
NS NB NB NM NS ZE PS PM 
ZE NB NM NS ZE PS PM PB 
PS NM NS ZE PS PM PB PB 
PM NS ZE PS PM PB PB PB 
PB ZE PS PM PB PB PB PB 

 
Table 2: Summary of dynamic response  (EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS) for the LCL RC 

Types of controller Rise time in milli seconds Settling time in milli seconds Steady state error 
Open loop  0.51 0.7 0.075 
PI Control 0.057 0.055 0.056 
Fuzzy Control 0.055 0.04 0.014 

 
Conclusion: 

The Conventional PWM technique processes power by controlling the duty cycle and interrupting the 
power flow. All the switching devices are hard-switched with abrupt changes of currents and voltages, which 
results in severe switching losses and noises.To overcome these difficulties, this project uses a loaded resonant 
converter operating above resonance for the application of DC-DC energy conversion, characterized by zero-
voltage switching. Since, the resonant technique process power in a sinusoidal form and the switching devices 
are softly commutated, it reduces the switching losses, increases the energy conversion efficiency and reduces 
the noise dramatically.Thus the circuit operation for higher order resonant converter was studied clearly.The 
Modifications for higher order resonant converter was implemented.The Processing of simulation work for 
proposed system and quality of output was enhanced. To obtain simulation result for higher order resonant 
converter. We can compare the simulation results of lower order and higher order resonant converter output. We 
can analyzing the best for applications. 
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